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Abstract 

Public lighting is all the means used to illuminate public spaces, roads and residential areas. It contributes to user safety 
and accounts for nearly a third of electricity consumption worldwide. The lamp lighting system was on/off. That is to 
say, either the street lamps are 100% on without taking into account the observed traffic density (much, little or no 
traffic), or they are all off. Faced with budget restrictions and rising energy costs, more and more local authorities are 
looking for a solution to reduce their electricity consumption related to street lighting.  

We collected data in an RPL network of 10 nodes in random representation. A 6LoWPAN network of 30 nodes plus an 
additional node, representing the edge router is realized and simulated. The results obtained were presented, analysed 
and interpreted.  
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1. Introduction

As a solution, low consumption is adopted with the change of the luminaire material by replacing sodium lamps with 
LEDs (Light Emitting Diode). White light sources promote better vision of the human eye. The response time of the eye 
is reduced, which becomes an asset for the road safety of drivers [1,2]. It should be noted that LEDs consume much less 
energy than sodium lamps. Discharge lamps can go down to a maximum of 50% of their rated power for HPS lamps and 
40% for mercury. Below this power level they no operate. The first advantage of LEDs is that they can be lowered even 
further, with reductions of up to 90%. And this type of lighting can rise to 100% of its rated power instantly. After the 
advent of LEDs, we are witnessing a digitisation of lighting made possible by new information technologies, connected 
objects. 

Throughout the world, the number of objects to be connected is spending millions and is constantly increasing. The 
Cisco Internet Business Solutions Group announced 15 billion IDOs in 2015 and forecasts 50 billion by 2020 [3]. The 
use of IPv6 in WSNs was considered unfeasible in advance. The low resources of these types of networks and the extra 
header size of IPv6 packets, giving a size of 1280 bytes for a packet to be transmitted, do not make the task any easier. 
Indeed, the Data Link and Physics layers of WSNs implement the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, which is used in low-power 
networks. However, the draft IETF standard of the 6LoWPAN protocol changes this, by defining how IPv6 packets can 
be efficiently transmitted over IEEE 802.15.4 radio links. 6LoWPAN defines an adaptation layer for transporting IPv6 
packets over low data rates, low power, small radio networks [4]. The 6LoWPAN adaptation layer is located between 
the Network layer and the Data Link layer. The 6LoWPAN protocol allows the fragmentation of IPv6 packets into 
802.15.4 packets and reassembly of IPv6 packets upon reception. 
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The main objective of this paper is to offer a sensor-based public lighting system for the reduction of energy 
consumption with real-time supervision of the equipment. Thus, the work will consist of five sections, the first of which 
is a study the communication protocols used in our WSN, namely the IEEE802.15.4 standard, the IPv6 protocol and the 
6LoWPAN protocol. Afterwards, we will tackle the second section, we will present the simulation tools of the practical 
part : Contiki-Cooja and Proteus Professional 8.0. In section three will be devoted to the presentation of the results 
obtained in the different simulations as well as the analysis and interpretation of the results. And section four, we will 
present a model of intelligent street lighting system. Section Five led conclusion. 

2. Communication protocols in WSN 

The operation of wireless sensor networks requires communication protocols adapted to these characteristics. The 
minimum energy consumption, the main constraint of WCSNs, requires the use of specific protocols such as the 802.15.4 
protocol. To make real-time and remote supervision possible, the IPv6 protocol makes the task easier with its use in 
RCSFs. Due to the often variable size of IPv6 packets, these packets are large for transmission over an 802.15.4 radio 
link. The creation of a new protocol is necessary, the 6LoWPAN protocol. 

The 802.15.4 protocol was created by the IEEE. It defines the architecture of the Physical and Data Link layers. It is the 
basis of many other protocols such as Zigbee and 6LoWPAN. It is generally used in low resource networks (LRWPAN: 
Low Rate Wireless Power Area Network). It is an open protocol and the documentation is available on the Internet. The 
IEEE802.15.4 protocol is used in the short-range radio domain. Its general interest is its low energy consumption [5]. 

Channel sharing is achieved using multiple access carrier detection (CSMA) and acknowledgements are provided for 
reliability. Data Link Layer security is provided with 128-bit AES encryption. The payload of its physical layer is 
estimated to be up to 127 bytes [6]. 

The main features of the IEEE802.15.4 protocol are defined below: 

 Carrier frequency: 2.4 GHz (general), 915 MHz for America, 868 MHz for Europe; 
 Maximum data rate: 250 Kbps (for O-QPSK with DSSS), 40 Kbps, 20 Kbps (for BPSK); 
 Maximum packet size: 127 bytes ; 
 Short range (few tens of meters), low power consumption. 

At the link layer, the 802.15.4 standard supports the implementation of point-to-point, star or tree networks. 

 

Figure 1 Existing topologies of an 802.15.4 network 

The 802.15.4 network topologie is structured above (Fig.1). The FFD (Full Function Device) can perform three roles in 
a network : PAN coordinator, router or device connected to a sensor. The RFD (Reduced Function Device) is intended 
for simple applications (reporting the status of a sensor, controlling the activation of an actuator). It is considered an 
"end device" in the sense that it is not essential to the network. To communicate on the same network, an FFD (at least) 
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and RFDs must use the same physical channel among those defined according to the chosen frequency band. The DFF 
can dialogue with RFDs and FFDs, while the RFD dialogues with an FFD only. 

2.1. Protocol IPv6 

Faced with address exhaustion and the explosion of routing tables, the IP version 6 protocol is emerging to overcome 
these problems. It has a wider address range than IPv4. We will see that IPv6 is not a radical change from IPv4, but an 
improvement requiring some protocol changes with better performance [7]. 

The address size of IPv6 is 2128 addresses unlike IPv4 which has 232 addresses. It comes with a larger number of nodes 
and simpler automatic address configuration. The scalability of multicast routing is improved by adding a scope field to 
multicast addresses. A new type of address called "anycast address" is defined and used to forward a packet to a group 
of nodes. 

Some IPv4 header fields have been removed or made optional to reduce packet processing cost and limit IPv6 header 
bandwidth cost. 

Changes in the way IP options are encoded allow for more efficient transmission, limit the length of less stringent 
options and provide great flexibility to introduce new options in the future. 

A new feature is added to allow the labeling of packets belonging to a particular traffic flow for which the sender 
requests special treatment, such as quality of service or real-time service. 

Extensions to support authentication, packet integrity, and data confidentiality are specified for IPv6. 

2.2. Protocol 6LoWPAN 

The 6LoWPAN protocol is a way to integrate IPv6 into low-resource networks such as 802.15.4 networks. It is 
represented as an adaptation layer located between the network layer and the data link layer by referring to the OSI 
(Open Systems Interconnection) model. 

6LoWPAN also allows you to perform the configuration functions necessary to form and maintain an IPv6 subnet. The 
end-to-end use of infrastructure facilitates interoperability [6]. In the rest of this part we will see the architecture of a 
6LoWPAN network (Fig. 2), the protocol stack, data routing and other subparts. 

 

Figure 2 Global Architecture of a 6LoWPAN Network 

2.3. Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL)  

RPL (Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks) is a routing protocol for low-power, low-power networks 
such as LoWPAN networks [8]. RPL is a proactive distance vector (DV) designed to operate on the physical and MAC 
IEEE802.15.4 layers of RCSFs running IPv6. It targets node data collection by periodically sending measurements to a 
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collection point and optimizes multipoint-to-point traffic. However, it does provide mechanisms that allow it to support 
both multipoint-to-point and point-to-point traffic [8]. 

The protocol is based on the topological concept of Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). The DAG defines a tree structure, 
which specifies the default routes in the LLNs. The basic component of RPL is the DoDAG. The latter is a destination-
oriented directed directed graph, rooted in a special node called the root DoDAG (Fig. 3). 

The DoDAG root has the following properties [8]: 

 It typically acts as a low-power, lossy edge (LBR) router; 
 It represents the data well in the directed acyclic graph; 
 It is typically the final destination node in the DoDAG, since it acts as a common transit point that connects the 

LLN with IPv6 networks;  
 It has the ability to generate new DoDAG that descends to the leaf nodes. 

 

Figure 3 An RPL network with 3 DODAGs in 2 instances 

3. Tools and results of simulation 

3.1. Tools 

For wireless sensor networks, testing their applications requires an environment that adapts to their characteristics. As 
part of our work, we will use Contiki (Fig. 4) which is accompanied by its simulator called Cooja [9]. 

The following properties have improved Contiki [9]: 

 Internet standards: Contiki provides low-power Internet communications and supports IPv6 and IPv4 with 
low-power wireless standards: 6LoWPAN, RPL, CoAP; 

 Rapid development: Application development with Contiki is quick and easy and programs are written in 
standard C language. These applications are emulated with the Cooja simulator before being injected into the 
real sensors. There is also the Instant Contiki environment which provides a development environment;  

 A selection of hardware: Contiki works on a range of low-power wireless devices such as the Mica family and 
the Telos family; 

 Active Community: Contiki is developed by a global team of developers with contributions from Atmel, Cisco, 
Redwire LLC, SAP, Thingsquare and many others, led by Adam Dunkels of Thingsquare; 

 Open Source Software: Contiki can be used freely in both commercial and non-commercial systems; 
 Commercial Support: Contiki provides both Contiki developer community support and commercial support. 
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Figure 4 Contiki architecture 

Cooja is a simulator coded in Java mainly built to simulate sensor networks using the Contiki micro OS. Cooja simulates 
sensor networks where each node can be of different type, not only by the embedded code, but also by the simulated 
hardware [10]. 

During simulations with Contiki we use the Sky-mote microcontroller. Its main features are as follows [10] : 

 250kbps 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4 Chipcon Wireless Transceiver; Interoperability with other IEEE 802.15.4 
devices; 

 8MHz Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller (10k RAM, 48k Flash 
 Integrated ADC, DAC, Power Supply Voltage Supervisor, and DMA controller; Integrated onboard antenna with 

a range of 50m indoor/outdoor 125m;  
 Built-in humidity, temperature and light sensors;  
 Ultra low current consumption; rapid awakening from sleep (<6 μ s);  
 Hardware link layer encryption and authentication. Programming and data collection via USB; 
 16-pin expansion bracket and optional SMA antenna connector.  

3.2. Results, analysis and interpretation of data collection 

It is planned first simulation of a simple RPL network grouping a dozen nodes in order to know the performance of an 
RPL network. To know how a 6LoWPAN network works, we will do a simulation of a 6LoWPAN network with 31 nodes 
and finally we will do a last simulation on Proteus to show how the street lighting system works (Fig. 5). 

We note that each node represents street lamp of our smart street lighting system. The duration of the first two 
simulations will be set at 30 minutes for each simulation. 
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Figure 5 Wireless sensor network with RPL 

Node 1 represents the root of the DoDAG (Fig. 6), it is the top of the DoDAG. Data collection is triggered on it, this is the 
collection point. The nodes are represented in a black dot with each its identifier (example: 1.0, 2.0 .... in black). All other 
nodes, regardless of their position in the network, seek to find a path to the root. To build the DoDAG, from the start of 
the simulation any node different from the root, looks for its parents and identifies with them as a child. Each node 
chooses a preferred parent and another in case the preferred parent is not accessible. This allows it to access the root 
faster. The blue arrows show the paths linking each node to its preferred parent to the root access. The values (1.0, 1.13, 
1.38 in blue) represent the cost of a link between two nodes. 

 

Figure 6 The DoDAG 

We can see that nodes 2 and 3 are directly attached to root, this is explained by the fact that they are in the 
communication area of the root. The nodes are in the root interference zone, so their packets perform multiple hops to 
access the root. 

The average power consumption of the grid is estimated in Figure (Fig. 7). The energy consumed by the network is 
centralized on four parameters: LPM (Low Power Mode), CPU (processor), radio listening and radio transmission, each 
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represented by a color described in the legend on the figure at the bottom of the graph. It is represented in histogram 
with the number of the nodes as abscissa and the power consumed in mW as the ordinate. According to this figure, over 
a 30-minute simulation the highest average consumption is 14.8 mW corresponding to node 5.  

This is understood by the fact that node 5 is the data relay of nodes 4, 7, 8, 9 and 10 (Fig. 6), so it consumes more 
memory, processor and radio. 

 

Figure 7 Average power consumption of nodes 

Figure (Fig. 8) shows the histogram of the radio duty cycle of the nodes in average value. The color red represents radio 
listening and the blue color represents radio transmission of nodes. We notice that node 5 consumes more transmission 
and listening compared to other nodes with a rate of about 15.4%. Node 2 follows it with a higher rate compared to the 
remains of the nodes with a rate of 12.7%. Nodes 3, 4 and 9 also follow with rate respectively equal to : 11.4%, 10.9% 
and 11.3%. 

 

Figure 8 Histogram of node radio duty cycle in mean value 
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Radio consumption increases because of the wires of a node, because all packets from the child nodes must pass through 
the chosen parent nodes. 

The number of hops recorded per node is represented by the histogram in Figure ( Fig. 9). On each node, the average 
number of hops and the number of hops recently recorded is given. Node 10 records the most jumps in 30 minutes of 
simulation or more than 5 jumps. Nodes 7 and 8 record 4 hops. Referring to the acyclic graph, the number of hops for 
each node is equivalent to the number of radio links connecting the node to the root of the DoDAG. 

 

Figure 9 Histogram of the number of hops per node 

The number of packets received per node is represented by the histogram in figure (Fig. 10). Nodes 2 and 3 receive 
more packets with 17 packets registered. The remaining 7 nodes receive 16 packets in 30 minutes of simulation. 

 

Figure 10 Histogram representing the number of packets received per node 

Table 1 and 2 show the variation in node-specific parameters and the equivalent in mean value for each parameter is 
given in bold on the last line. 
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Table 1 Nodes Informations 

 

Table 2 Nodes Informations 

 

The quality of the link of a hop between two nodes is evaluated using ETX (Fig. 11). These values are obtained at the 
receiving node and calculated using packet receive throughput. For node 5, the quality of the link of its hops varies 
between 1.0 and 2.0. 

 

Figure 11 Cost of the next jump 

The history of Node 5's power consumption over time is shown in figure (Fig. 12). It is represented over a time of 15 
minutes. We notice that initially the power was equal to about 2.4 mW, over time this value decreases but not 
continuously. Each activity of the node corresponds to a power. The high consumption of node 5 is due to the number 
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of neighbors it is the parent of. He is the relay of his two sons and his three grandsons, so normal that he consumes a lot 
of power. 

 

Figure 12 Node 5 Power Consumption 

In Sky microcontroller we have two light sensors. The luminous intensity of the medium received by one sensor is 
shown in Figure 40. We notice that between 16:29 and almost at 16:39 the light intensity received decreases from 275 
lux to almost 0 lux. Beyond 16:39 the intensity increases to 350 lux after one second and then decreases to 290 lux. This 
variation is due to the amount of ambient light in the medium where node 5 is exposed (Fig. 13). 

 

Figure 13 Luminous intensity received by light sensor 1 

Figure (Fig. 14) shows the evolution of Node 5's battery consumption over time. In 15 minutes the node consume nearly 0.3 

volts of its battery. 
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Figure 14 Node 5 battery consumption 

3.3. Designing a 6LoWPAN Network in Contiki 2.7 

To design a 6LoWPAN network, the first component to implement is the edge router. In the Cooja simulator, each 
component has its own path to use and simulate it, we specify that throughout the practical part the Sky mote node will 
be used. 

In figure (Fig. 15), the edge router is represented by the green node with ID 1. For 6LoWPAN network, after setting up 
the edge router, you must add the nodes (hosts) of the network. In such network, we use the message transfer protocol 
is UDP, we will add UDP client nodes for networking. 

 

Figure 15 Architecture of 6LoWPAN network 

The results of the simulation of the 6LoWPAN network will be structured by the following different screenshots beloved. 

4. Results and discussion 

As soon as the simulation starts, the Mote output window displays for each node: its communication time, the node 
identifier and the information provided. For the information displayed on the message part, the Rime address is given 
in the first line, then the MAC address in the second line, in the third line the default Contiki Mac mechanism, and on the 
fourth line the started process. 
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Figure 16 Node exits before edge router activation 

In figure (Fig. 16), node 1 represents the edge router and acts as a server with global IPv6 address aaaa:212 :7401:1:101 
and the rest of the nodes act as clients (ID13, 17, 19....). The client/server connection is established using port 
8765/5678. So far, only the RPL network is active. To allow the RPL network to communicate with the Internet or an 
outside network, the edge router must be enabled. 

The results obtained will be shown in the following two figures (Fig. 17 and Fig. 18) : 

 

Figure 17 Size of sockets sent and received by nodes through the serial port 

The serial socket is used to connect the edge router to the Internet, in fact it maps the serial port of the edge router to 
the UDP port of the computer that houses the Cooja simulator. The edge router is connected to the machine's local 
server. 
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Figure 18 Connecting the RPL network to the local machine 

The edge router is the intermediary between the RPL network and the external network, to allow communication 
between these two networks, a "tunnelling" is applied on the router to allow the transition of data from the RPL network 
to the external network. 

For this, Contiki provides tunslip accessible on tunslip6.c in contiki-2.7/tools. Tunslip is used to link IP traffic between 
a node to another element of the network (for example, the edge router). It creates a virtual interface (tun) on the host 
side and uses the Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP) protocol to encapsulate IP traffic to the other side of the serial line. 

Figure (Fig. 19) shows "Hello" messages being sent from each node to the edge router. In fact, each node sends "Hello" 
message to inform the router that it is part of the network. The router assigns each node an IPv6 address and each node 
can then send this data to the Internet through the edge router. 

 

Figure 19 Recognizing nodes at the edge router 
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Figure (Fig. 20) shows the radio and LED events for each node. For each node, we have the glow of its three LEDs lit 
corresponding to the colors blue, red and green and the radio activated correspond to the black dots. 

 

Figure 20 Radio events and node LEDs 

The analysis of 6LoWPAN packet radio messages is shown in figure (Fig.21). Message scanning is responsible for 
capturing packet traffic received in the network. For each packet, just click on it and see the packet information 
displayed: its source address and destination layer L2 and layer L3 are given as well as the value of each field of the 
packet. In packet 281, the RPL message is encoded in DIO (DODAC Information Object). 

 

Figure 21 Network packet scanning 

Figure (Fig. 22) shows the layout of the router's routing table, which is accessible on the router's web server itself with 
access to the URL: [aaaa :: 212:7401:1:101] entered on the Contiki browser tab. Since in a 6LoWPAN network, all nodes 
have access to the Internet only through the edge router, a packet sent from one node to the Internet performs 
intermediate hops (two or more) if the node is not in the communication area of the router. 
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Figure 22 Edge router routing table 

Here we see that only 8 nodes have direct access to the edge router whose address list is designated by Neighbor. This 
means that all routes of packets sent by a node outside the Neighbor list necessarily pass through these nodes. 

Broadcasting in an IP network is used to verify the connectivity of an edge. In a 6LoWPAN network since the edge router 
passes all the data from the network to the external networks, so it is necessary to check its connectivity with the rest 
of the network. In an IPv6 network, to check the connectivity of the router, we use ping6. The ping6 command uses 
ICMPv6 ECHO_REQUEST to verify network connectivity. Its syntax is : ping6 <hostname>. 

 

Figure 23 The edge router Braodcasting 
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Figure 24 Node Broadcasting 

In Contiki, you have to open a new terminal and write ping6 aaaa::212:7404:4:404 and validate on the enter key on the 
keyboard. Figure (Fig. 24) shows the result if the network is connected. The ping sent to the router is 56 bytes and the 
router responds to the ping by sending icmp messages of size 64 bytes at a time interval equal to 63. 

4.1. Application to intelligent street lighting system  

A smart street lighting system using 6LoWPAN is structured in Figure (Fig. 25). The edge router and lights communicate 
via radio. Any lamp that is out of range of the antenna of the radio module of the edge router, relays its information to 
it through the lamps closer to the router than it. The user connects to the edge router to access the information sent by 
all the lamps and act accordingly. Data processing tools are installed on the machine to allow the analysis and 
interpretation of the data received from the lamps. For each data received, it will be possible to know to which lamp it 
belongs and what is happening on it. The data processing allows the use to be able to interact with the network of lamps 
and know the situation on the network equipment. 

 

Figure 25 Street lighting system using 6LoWPAN 
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The Proteus software (Proteus Professional 8.0) has microcontrollers (arduino board) and sensors with which we can 
design an intelligent street lighting system. Proteus is used to show how our lighting system works (Fig. 26). 

 

Figure 26 Diagram of an automatic lighting system with arduino 

To vary the light intensity of an LED, we use PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) outputs. Arduino's 6 digital outputs (3, 5, 
6, 9, 10, 11) can be used as PWM outputs. Figure 60 shows the operation of PWM signal. When a value of 255 is sent to 
the Pin of the LED, it continuously receives a value of 5V. The more the value received on the LED pin decreases, the 
more the voltage of the LED decreases. 

In our case, we will connect an output LED to pins 9, 10 and 11. A light sensor (LDR) is plugged in as input to analog 
port A1 and a motion sensor Pir is plugged into a digital input (port 3). When the LDR receives a light less than or equal 
to 300 Lux, the LEDs light up with a minimum intensity (example 50% duty cycle, analogWrite(127)). In this case, the 
voltage received by the LEDs is not continuous here (Figure 60): alternating 5V and 0V at a regular frequency. At the 
same time, if motion is detected by the Pir sensor, the intensity of the LEDs increases to a maximum value (100% duty 
cycle, analogWrite(255)), 5V. The light intensity of the first LED increases in the first place, then a second after that of 
the second increases to maximum power, then a second after that of the third LED increases in power causing the 
decrease in the light intensity of the first LED. Otherwise, if the LDR receives a light intensity greater than 300 Lux, all 
LEDs go out even if the Pir picks up movement. In practice, the motion sensor is placed before the lamps for efficient 
lighting. 

Otherwise, if the LDR receives a light intensity greater than 300 Lux, all LEDs go out even if the Pir picks up movement. 
In practice, the motion sensor is placed before the lamps for efficient lighting. 

5. Conclusion 

The concept of RCSF is always to minimize the energy consumed in the network regardless of the power mode used 
(battery, photovoltaic panels, SENELEC network). The use of these RCSF in public lighting is a beneficial contribution to 
reducing energy consumption. Beforehand, the lighting material is changed with LEDs. These are combined with 
connected objects. These two solutions coexist together and make "smart" street lighting possible. The term "smart" 
refers to the ability to control electricity consumption through the use of motion sensors for traffic control, light sensors 
to account for ambient light, and remote maintenance devices such as remote management software, lamp status 
monitoring (on or off) and remote connection to the lamp for low-cost maintenance. This can be summed up as lighting 
when necessary: passage of a pedestrian, a car, a cyclist or not. "Smart" street lighting reduces electrical energy 
consumption by 50 to 70% of initial consumption. 

To have access to the data collected remotely, it is necessary that the data collected by the sensors can be transmitted 
via the Internet to the processing center for their operation and act accordingly according to the state of the lamps. In a 
LoWPAN network, an edge router handles this work. It is the intermediary between the RPL network and external 
networks. 
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The results obtained allowed us to deploy a 6LoWPAN RCSF network applied to smart street lighting 

As a perspective, the physical experimentation of a public lighting system with microcontrollers compatible with 
6LoWPAN and the large-scale implementation with more sensors (gas sensor, vibration sensor, temperature sensor, 
humidity sensor...) is beneficial for a city. Smart street lighting is the key to a smart city. 
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